[Asynchronous wall motion in patients with ischemic heart disease assessed by higher-order harmonics of the Fourier series].
To assess regional cardiac function in patients with ischemic heart disease (IHD), multigated blood-pool studies using higher-order harmonics of the Fourier series were performed for 14 normal persons and 37 patients with IHD. IHD was further divided into IHD (I) (EF greater than or equal to 50%) and IHD (II) (EF less than 50%). A pixel-by-pixel volume curve was simulated using second order harmonics of the Fourier series to create functional images of the following parameters: time to endosystole (TES), peak ejection rate (PER), time to PER (TPE), peak filling rate (PFR), and time to PFR (TPF). TES (SD), TPE (SD), and TPF (SD) were calculated as the standard deviations of left ventricular (LV) histograms of each phase, representing indexes of asynchronous wall motion. An LV volume curve was simulated using third order harmonics to calculate PFR, PFR/PER, and TPF/TPE, representing indexes of diastolic function. TES (SD) was abnormal in 10 cases (50%), and TPE (SD) was abnormal in seven cases (35%) of IHD (II). On the contrary, TPF (SD) was abnormal in three cases (18%) of IHD (I) and 15 cases (75%) of IHD (II), indicating that diastolic asynchronous indexes are more sensitive than systolic asynchronous indexes in detecting IHD. IHD (I) and IHD (II) showed lower PFR (2.32 +/- 0.55, 1.64 +/- 0.46 EDV/sec) and lower PFR/PER (0.84 +/- 0.15, 0.68 +/- 0.26) than those in normals (3.25 +/- 0.98 EDV/sec, 0.99 +/- 0.19), respectively.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)